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Abstract—Today, multipliers are included as substantial keys of many systems with high efficiency such as FIR filters, microprocessors and processors of digital signals. The efficiency of the systems are mainly evaluated by their multipliers capability since multipliers are generally the slowest components of a system while occupying the most space.

Multiple Valued Logic reduces the number of the required operations to implement a function and decreases the chip surface. Carbon Nanotube Field Effect Transistors (CNTFET) are considered as good substitutes for Silicon Transistors (MOSFET). Combining the abilities of Carbon Nanotubes Transistors with the advantages of Multiple Valued can provide a unique design which has a higher speed and less complexity.

In this paper, a new multiplier is presented by nanotechnology using a ternary logic that improves the consuming power, raises the speed and decreased the chip surface as well.

The presented design is simulated using CNTFET of Stanford University and HSPICE software, and the results are compared with other instances.

Index Terms—CNTFET, Multi-valued logic (MVL), Multiplier, ternary logic, carbon nanotube.

The most considerable obstacles of increasing the speed and decreasing the size due to the circuit RC delays are circuit interconnections so that in modern designs, more than half of the occupied space is for circuit interconnections. Herein, Multi Valued Logic will potentially have the ability of reducing the number of the connections and active elements as well. In addition, the range of data transmission of each wire is increased significantly by using Multi Valued Logic so that it raises the circuit efficiency of the chip size and speed [1], [2].

In recent years, Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) are highly regarded for their unique features. Using Carbon Nanotubes to implement circuits provides the possibility of utilizing the benefits of Multi Valued Logic.

The general structure of this paper is as follows: Multi Valued Logic is described in section 2. In section 3, Carbon Nanotubes Field Effect is described. The proposed Multi Valued Multiplier is presented in section 4. The results of the circuit simulation and comparison are presented in section 5. And finally, conclusion is in section 6 of the paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

Speed improvement of computers is a major goal for specialists to study and research on this field, and the result is progressing the technology of VLSI as more dimensional reduction and more complexity of the chips.

Multipliers are regarded as the most important factors in designing of digital systems. The speed of the systems is often evaluated by the speed of the system multiplier. Although multiplying implementation requires a complex hardware which occupies much space, it is the slowest component of a system computation. Thus, achieving the high speed, the low cost and the reduction of chip surface are the main criteria to design a multiplier.

II. A REVIEW ON MULTIPLE VALUED LOGIC

Introducing transistors in 20th century has caused a revolution in the field of Complex Circuits (very large scale integrated systems) [3]. More complexity of computing circuits increased the number of available transistors in chips and it made difficulties such as raised chip surface and produced heat. Circuit interconnections in complex designs of the binary complex circuits occupy more than 75 percent of the chip space [4].

Using circuits with more than two logic surface namely Multi Valued Logic (MVL) is one of the presented methods. It has various benefits compared to Binary Digital Systems.

Multi Valued Logic reduces the number of required operations to implement a special mathematical function and reduces the circuit surface as well. Implementation effectively reduces chip area, number of transistors and
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The chip area in VLSI is indicated by the connections. The number of the connections could be decreased in terms of $1/(\log_2 k)^2$ comparing with Binary Logic in $K$ Valued Logic.

The general area of inner connections is specified by their length. Since the length of the connections is indicated by the connections complex, it's obvious that using Multi Valued Logic (MVL) is very useful for implementing massive VLSI circuits.

Connections delay is an important problem in VLSI too. Resistance and capacitor store of the connection sites and inner connection lines make some functional limitations with smaller criteria. If the resistance and capacitor per length are $R$ and $S$, respectively and $L$ shows the length of the connections, the connections delay ($t$) is shown by equation (1):

$$t = RCL^2$$

If the capacity of the capacitor ($C$) is with no delay, the resistance ($R$) per length will be a factor which is increased $S$ times by numeral scale factor. So, the reduction of length ($L$) is very significant in VLSI connections.

MVL reduces the connections complexity. So the connections length and delay will be decreased so much. Consuming power is also a main important matter in VLSI. Dynamic consuming power is recognized by inner connections capacitors. Therefore, MVL is suitable for the consuming power.

Cross talk is another important issue in VLSI since the space between connections is much decreased. This is possible when the inner connections density is reduced by multi valued logic. In this paper, Ternary Logic is used to present the multiplier due to the optimum functions of Multi Valued Logic.

III. CARBON NANOTUBE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR

The evaluations show that using Carbon Nanotube Technology in designing logical circuits and especially in multi valued (multi surface) circuits is led to the reduction of common complexities in designing such circuits and their highlight increase in efficiency. On the other hand, it removes the present limitations in Silicon Transistors.

Moore in 1965 predicted that the number of transistors on a chip would be duplicated every two years [8]. But the reduction of transistors dimensions in CMOS technology due to limitations such as consuming power, reliability, production cost growth and the transistors size will be ended very soon.

Carbon Nanotube Transistors are good substitutes for complex circuits based on Silicon Transistors. Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) made of carbon plates with one atom diameter and as an empty cylinder were detected in 1991 by Ijima from NEC Company [9].

Nanotubes can be formed as Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNT) or Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNT) [10]. SWCNTs are made of one cylinder while MWCNTs have more than one cylinder. In term of the way their graphic plate maker is rolled, Nanotubes are formed as conductive or semi-conductive. Figure 1 shows the structure of MWCNTs and SWCNTs [11].

![Fig.1. The Structure of Carbon Nanotube Transistors](image)

The transistors based on Carbon Nanotubes or CNTFETs were introduced as the ideal substitutes for Silicon Transistors due to their unique features such as very small sizes, high speed, very low consuming power, and their similar function to MOSFETs [12].

The operational basis of CNTFETs is same as Silicon transistors containing a semi-conductive nanotube (which acts as a guiding channel) and a connection bridge of Drain and Source. The transistor is electrostatically ON and OFF through a gate. There are three different kinds of CNTFETs. The first group is called Schottky Barrier (SB) transistors. SB–CNTFET conductivity is controlled based on a direct tunneling as a Schottky Barrier on Source and Channel connection [13]. The second form is CNTFETs like MOSFETs transistors. These transistors have super cut-off characteristics and low ON currents. They are very appropriate for ultra-low power and sub-threshold circuit designing [16], [17].

Figure 2 shows the structure and kinds of the transistors based on Carbon Nanotubes.
According to the above advantages, MOSFET-like CNTFETs and their operational similarity with MOSFETs, these transistors are used in this paper.

IV. THE PROPOSED MVL MULTIPLIER

As it's mentioned, multiplying is one of time consuming operations in processors. And the slowness reason is related to the high number small created multipliers, and then adding them to get the ultimate product. Using Multi Valued Logic leads to increasing data transmission speed and as a result achieving the high speed. Yet Ternary Adders have a great number of transistors that using them in the multiplier structure causes the circuit size increase.

The presented design uses an analog multiplier to perform a multiply for a simultaneous achievement to a high speed and circuit size decrease [18]. This multiplier inlet is processed by a transformer of ternary to analog. Finally, the created product is turned into analog by an analog multiplier which remarkably reduces the number of the consuming transistors and circuit size.

Simulations use of the benefits of Multi Valued Logic and Carbon Nanotubes in the proposed design improves the consuming power, increases the speed and decreases the chip size as well.

The input values are presented by different voltage levels. Table 1 shows the values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic Value</th>
<th>Voltage Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1/2 V_{dd}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$V_{dd}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Ternary to analog converter using Carbon Nanotubes

The proposed circuit is ternary converter that makes nine different output levels for the inputs 0, 1, 2. The input values are presented by different voltage levels. Figure 3 shows the proposed converter circuit in transistor level.

B. Analog to ternary converter using Carbon Nanotubes

The converter turns the produced product by the analog multiplier into the ternary.
Fig. 3. Ternary to analog converter by Carbon Nanotubes

Fig. 4. Analog to ternary to analog converter by Carbon Nanotubes
C. The proposed design of a Ternary Multiplier by Carbon Nanotubes

The given design uses the multiplier [18] as a multiplier core. Two converters of ternary to analog are placed on the multiplier input. The attained results are multiplied as analog on the multiplier output, and are turned into a ternary by a converter.

V. THE COMPARISON RESULTS

The proposed multiplier is compared with present ternary multipliers considering the number of the transistors and other parameters in tables 2 and 3.

Table 2: The Comparison between the Number of the Proposed Multiplier Transistors and the Present Ternary Multipliers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiplier</th>
<th>[21]</th>
<th>[20]</th>
<th>[19]</th>
<th>Proposed Multiplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the Number of Transistors</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiplier</th>
<th>Power consumption</th>
<th>Delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>4.1667e-3</td>
<td>2.6e-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Multiplier</td>
<td>5.8106e-2</td>
<td>6.6874e-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it's given in the above table, the proposed multiplier is remarkably decreased considering the number of transistors compared to the present multipliers, and this leads to the reduction of circuit complexity and chip size.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the designing of a new ternary multiplier based on carbon nanotube field effect transistors (CNTFETs).

As previously noted, optimizing the circuit speed and area is a major design issue. However, area and speed are usually conflicting constraints (parameters or factors), so for the most part, the improvement of speed results in larger areas.

There are two converters and one analog multiplier used in the process of designing the presented two bit ternary multiplier in this paper. Using the converter has notable advantages in designing process such as reducing the number of transistors and circuit size. Other profits of this multiplier circuit are its simplicity and higher speed compared to binary and ternary digital multipliers.

All simulations were performed in HSPICE by using the CNTFET model provided by [23]. Simulation results have confirmed the simplicity, and delay improvements is possible by the proposed ternary converter at transistor levels. The presented results show that the design approach using the ternary converter combined with analog multiplier is a practical solution for low complexity and high speed VLSI design with CNTFETs in nanoscale era.
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